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Session Three: Pleasure & Pain 
 

Welcome back to DIETARY TRANSFORMATION FROM THE INSIDE OUT.  This segment is about 
pleasure and pain. The basic idea is that we can only trust our bodily attraction or repulsion to something 
if we have full information about what that thing is. How you can make a good choice if you don’t know 
what you’re choosing?  In order to know what it is, you have to have a complete sensory experience of 
it. That's where the intuition springs from. And that complete sensory experience has to include the 
after-effects of that substance or that experience in your body.  
 
Once upon a time a visitor came from the planet of soft things. His hosts, being very foolish, decided 
that they would protect him from any pain that would result from his encounters with sharp objects, fire, 
and other things that don’t exist on his planet, so they coated his hands every morning with a powerful 
anesthetic. Then they let him loose to explore. So all day he is grabbing knives and touching the hot 
stove and it doesn’t hurt. Until he goes to bed in the evening and the anesthetic wears off and he is in 
terrible pain and he doesn’t know why. He might even put on more anesthetic so that he feels better, but 
eventually his hands get infected, he gets fevers and sickness, and still he doesn’t know why.  
 
 So, what's happening here, is that he is not learning not to touch fire and sharp objects. There isn’t the 
feedback loop that lets him integrate in his body that this is harming him. Even if he reads in books that 
these things are “bad for you” (can you see where I’m going with this?), it’s still a mental knowledge 
that he has to remember and impose on himself, and he’s never quite sure. Because there isn’t that direct 
feedback. Maybe the pain isn’t from cuts and burns, maybe it is from gluten. Maybe it is from 
nightshades. From vitamin D deficiency. So many theories. Wouldn’t it be good to have direct 
information?  
 
Any of us who've ever been burned, we don't need to exercise self-control in order to avoid fire or avoid 
sharp objects, or avoid falling down. And in fact this is one reason what it's actually dangerous to over-
protect your children. When I see parents hovering over their parents on the playground so as to avoid 
any bump on the head whatsoever, the children never learn to integrate the feeling of losing balance or 
the feeling of taking a risk with the potential consequences. They are protected from any consequence 
besides those imposed by authority, starting with their parents. That’s really dangerous, because then 
they become teenagers and realize that parental consequences are easily avoided since their parents are 
relatively clueless. They take stupid risks since, having been trained that the main consequence to avoid 
is getting in trouble, as long as they avoid that there won’t be any consequences whatsoever. The 
authority of the real world has been replaced with human imposed authority. This mirrors what happens 
with diet and gives you a sense of how our dietary habits are connected to so much else in our society.  
 
Anyway, back to the story. The visitor is anesthetized to the consequences of touching the flame. We 



have a whole culture that is geared toward the avoidance of pain and the maintenance of comfort under 
all conditions. The idea that there's no reason that we ever have to feel pain if we have the appropriate 
protective measures and the appropriate drugs to make it stop hurting. There's not much of an 
understanding that pain serves a necessary and important function. So you eat a box of cookies, and 
maybe you don't feel good afterwards. So the conditioned response is: how can I make that pain go 
away? How can I make it feel better? 
 
Maybe one way to make it feel better is to distract yourself by paying attention to something 
else...maybe pop in a DVD, let's turn on the TV., maybe it’s time to check Facebook. Or you can even 
have another box of cookies to take your mind off the discomfort that's caused by the first one. And then 
that makes you feel even worse so then what's the solution? Have another one. Then you even feel 
worse. Do what worked last time. Have another one. And there's no escape from it. 
 
Paradoxically, the escape from it is contrary to what our culture teaches us, which is to actually feel the 
discomfort caused by eating those cookies. Or what if they were just what you needed? What if we 
aren’t talking about cookies, which nearly everyone agrees are bad, but about hamburgers or bean 
sprouts or roquefort cheese or chocolate. Well, if you try it and tune in to the aftereffects you will know 
that food in your body. Your mind still might not be able to say “It is good for me” or “it is bad for me.” 
And maybe it isn’t that simple. Maybe red wine is only good for you before your period. Maybe a bit of 
sugar is good for you late in the day but not in the morning. That’s how it is for me actually. Anyway, 
the body can give us information that is much more nuanced then external nutritional information, and 
the result is that we become attracted to certain foods in certain situations, and repelled in other 
situations. But let’s say we’re talking about the cookie, something you pretty much know is bad for you 
most of the time. So, that's what I do, I feel what is the echo of the cookie in my body. And that teaches 
me and creates an association about what this cookie actually is. If I just pop it into my mouth and then 
pay attention to something else when it doesn't feel good, then I'm not integrating the entire experience, 
and the entire range of effects of that cookie. I don't know what it is actually; I only have a partial 
understanding of what it is. 
 
When I integrate the entire experience including whatever pleasure or discomfort follow it, then on a 
body level I know it. And I don't need even to say: okay this made me feel bad last time so I'm not going 
to eat it. It's not a mental thing. Just like it's not a mental thing that last time I stuck my thumb in my eye 
it didn't feel good so I'd better not do it again. It's embodied learning. and that's why I don't need 
willpower to refrain from eating another one of these cookies. Yeah, it tastes kind of nice in my mouth. 
But it's not that simple. And in fact the fully unfolded experience over time that I took note of because 
I've developed a habit of doing this, so I don't have to sit in silent meditation and really feel it in my 
body...I  kind of like monitor it, I kind of take note of it...that experience gets folded back into the taste 
of it, so that it doesn't actually even taste good anymore. 
 
What is hard for people is to actually accept that it can be that easy. That once you experience the 
entirety of it, that will reprogram you into somebody who makes different choices, even if you don't turn 
them into a lesson or try to use the discomfort as a threat to deter you from eating it. That it can actually 
be easy. That when your body receives ... and I keep saying your body as if it were something separate 
from you, but there's really not... it's hard, it's awkward to use an alternative to that. I could just say you. 
When you, on a bodily level, know what it is you will make different choices from that. Automatically. 
Without an effort. And maybe those choices conform to what your mind tells you is good for you.  But 



maybe they don't.  
 
When I really understand that cookie, there may be times when that's what I need and it will seem good 
to me, it will seem attractive to me. Because I think that almost every substance in the world has a time 
and a place and a gift. Including, you know, white sugar. Including anything that's on your shit list of 
bad foods. White sugar in Ayurveda, for example, is considered to be a specific medicine for a specific 
condition. Maybe there is a time when the best thing you could do would be to have, I don’t know a 
teaspoon full of white sugar or a sip of the herbal decoction that's called Coca-Cola. It might have a 
beneficial time. But you can only know that when you absorbed and integrated the entirety, the fullness 
of what that substance is. 
 
When we don't do that, we’re left with a substitute for that integrated body knowing. The substitute 
being the conceptual knowledge. The list of, the ingredients list and what each one does to your body. 
And sometimes you can figure it out and reason out is this going to be good for me and under what 
situations and for what blood type and what metabolic type and all of this enormous amount of 
knowledge that, if it's done very well, will approximate an accurate body knowledge but there's always 
exceptions. Because there's a limit to what we can know on a conceptual level. 
 
So really, the key to this practice is the full experience of pleasure and pain. And that runs contrary to 
the habits of our culture, which is not only to avoid and defer pain, but also to avoid and defer pleasure. 
Our capacity to feel pleasure has atrophied. I'm talking about really, really deep joy and the experience 
of the richness of life, the richness of relationship that is almost too much to take. And you get that 
sentence in your head: I can't believe it...I can't believe it...  That life could be that beautiful challenges 
normalcy. It challenges life as it is. And it invites us into a release of control, a release of the 
maintenance of life as it has been. It's a lot safer to tamp it down and not have those, not fully allow the 
joy and the pleasure in because it's a challenge to the whole set-up of modern society. So we live these 
kind of attenuated lives, these half-lives. 
 
On some level, everyone knows that life is supposed to be more than what has been handed to us as 
normal. Experiences of really deep pleasure and joy remind us of that, they awaken a knowing and make 
normal life seems a little less normal and a little less tolerable because you've experienced something 
else and it calls you forever toward that possibility. This happens sometimes when people first 
experience really healthy, fresh food. All of a sudden, what they thought was the whole universe is 
revealed as an impoverished little ghetto. And so you can see how authentic pleasure can be a pathway 
to revolution. You can see how the preservation of the world as we know it depends on the suppression 
and avoidance of pleasure as well as pain. Now it might sound like I’m advocating hedonism, but to me 
hedonism connotes a kind of obliviousness, an unwillingness to accept and feel the full results of our 
choices, but to use pleasure to cover up the pain. I’m not saying that. I’m saying, feel both pleasure and 
pain to the fullest, integrate them, and let your future choices come from that. 
 
Now our whole culture is based on the idea that we can endlessly engineer the world to remove every 
source of discomfort. Distractions, entertainment, painkillers, psych meds, suppression of medical 
symptoms.. all these things allow normal to proceed unchecked. Another way to look at it, is it’s all 
about the suppression of symptoms. But I want to make clear, I'm not saying that you should never 
remove the source of discomfort...like, what if you have a splinter? You take it out of your foot, problem 
solved. But often what the splinter actually is is something that's not so obvious. It's something that we 



don't even know how the splinter got there or where it came from. To find the splinter requires the 
opposite of what we're trained to do. It requires actually going into the discomfort and not escaping it. 
What ails us is not always so linear. 
 
So, the practice that I'm suggesting here is rather counterintuitive to the way that we've been trained. Just 
as trusting desire is counter intuitive to the way we've been trained. Like in school for example, the 
whole thing is training in self-suppression. At least the kind of school I went to. You can't just go 
outside and play. You can't go home and do whatever you want because you have homework. And the 
approval that you get from authority is connected to suppressing what is the natural instinct and desire of 
any child. So the training runs really, really deep and that's why the three mantras of food sanity that I'm 
going to offer in a few minutes here are so challenging. Challenging to implement. And they might even 
seem outrageous and also provoke that refrain of: I can't believe it could be that good, I can't believe it, I 
can't believe it could be that easy. 
 
But I'm telling you, it can be that easy. Once you’ve had this practice integrating...I can say in the area 
of food it's quite easy for me. I don't need any willpower to not overeat, even a tiny bit, because I've 
integrated the feeling of what overeating is. I've sat with it, I've become familiar with it. And it is not 
even attractive to eat more than I need. Do you need willpower to refrain from jamming your thumb in 
your eye? That’s how much you should need to refrain from gorging yourself or eating foods that hurt 
you. That can be the result of this practice – and I call it a practice with good reason, since you will have 
to practice. Outside of food, I can’t claim to be any great master of mindfulness, and there are a lot of 
choices I make that I think haven’t integrated the painful results of past experiences. However, 
obviously we’re not just talking about food here. Food is this really concrete arena that can then be 
transferred into other areas, other choices that we make. You can look any choice as something that 
you're taking into your being, taking into your life experience or not. And rather than try to navigate by 
the equivalent of reductionism in food, i.e. rather than try to navigate by some system of ethics that says 
I should do this, or some system of values or some systems of cost and benefits, we can trust the 
embodied resonance of choice A or choice B. 
 
So, again, the same thing that I'm talking about with food can also be applied to any choice. And the 
way to develop that sensitivity or you could say to develop that intuition is by being present to the full 
consequences of everything that you do. 
 
And it's not even like that you have to sit in some deep meditation all the time. I mean that wouldn't be 
practical either, we've got lives to live. But it's this kind of elevation of awareness that actually comes 
very naturally. It's something we've been habituated against in the rush and press of modern life. The 
constant distractions that draw our attention away from ourselves and the entertainments that bring us 
out of ourselves. But it is a native capacity that we all have. And once you start doing it, it becomes a 
new habit. And so even hearing it spoken of will begin to induce that habit, this kind of monitoring of 
your state of being. 
 
Now, how do I know that after I ate that cookie, I didn't feel that good? It wasn't horrible, but it was a 
feeling in my body. How do I know it was from that cookie? Well, with the cookie it was pretty obvious. 
But if I'm feeling really crappy some day, how do I know is that because I was inconsiderate to my 
wife...is that because I was short-tempered with my kids...was that because I responded rudely to 
someone on line....I mean I could name all kinds of embarrassing things that I do, but how do I know 



what it was? And I find that when I really stop avoiding the feeling and get into the feeling and really 
just give it attention, then it becomes clear where it's coming from. Not always, I mean sometimes, like 
last year I was dealing with a toothache. My mind made all kinds of stories about why on some 
emotional or spiritual level I was getting a toothache. But I never figured out in my mind where it was 
from. But that’s s okay. Even if you can't consciously identify the origin of the feeling. Even if you can't 
name that it's the cookie that made me feel bad. On a subconscious level, you'll still integrate that 
information. And that kind of hollow, kind of drained feeling, that's like this spike but there's a 
hollowness that you get underneath from eating sugar.... Even if you don't consciously know that that's 
from sugar, once you’ve really felt that, given it attention, the sugar becomes less attractive and you 
might not even be able to say why. 
 
So this isn't like some puzzle that you have to figure out. It's just a matter of exercising your most basic 
power as a sentient being, which is the power of attention. Everything else follows from that. 
 
So the three mantras of food sanity: 
 
The first mantra is " I can eat whatever I want."  Or you could say, " I give myself full permission to eat 
whatever I want.  
 
The second mantra: "I can eat as much as I want."  "I give myself full permission." 
 
The third mantra is:  "I allow myself the full experience, before during and after, of everything that I 
eat." 
 
People have told me that these are incredibly challenging and incredibly transformative. Almost 
something that you'll resist because it works. Yet it's not a trick to make yourself eat less. If you say, " I 
give myself full permission to eat as much as I want as long as in the end it makes me eat less than I'm 
eating right now," then you're not actually giving yourself full permission. 
 
But what happens when you say, " I give myself permission to eat as much as I want,' you're also 
implicitly giving yourself permission to eat no more than you want. 
 
The inner child won't believe you at first. Really? I get to eat as much as I want? I get to eat whatever I 
want and you're not going to beat me up? You're not going to get mad at me? And the only thing I have 
to do is to maximize the pleasure of eating and feel the full effects of it? Really? I don't believe you. 
 
And so the initial result might be a test to see if you really mean it, if there's any doubt. You might end 
up eating even more. But over time, and it won't take that long, the permission to only eat as much as 
you want will settle in. Because you really don't want to eat that much. You don't really want to give 
yourself pain. You don't really want to stick your thumb in your eye. 
 
So the combination of that permission plus feeling the after-effects. Not as punishment. Not as, "okay, I 
just stuffed myself and so now I’m really gonna feel miserable." Yeah it's not that you're saying 'okay 
I'm gonna fully feel the after-effects of gorging on way too much chocolate as a deterrent from doing it 
again". It's not a punishment. It's simply trusting that if I fully experience the results of this, I will make 
wiser choices in the future because I will have integrated the information that I'm receiving through the 



power of attention. That’s all it is. And so you’ve got to watch out for the habit of punishment and 
reward, which will contribute to the problem 
 
So, those are the three mantras of food sanity: 
 
I can eat as much as I want, I can eat whatever I want, and I will feel the full effects of everything I eat. 
 
Now I don’t want to discount the role of reason and mental knowledge entirely. In fact it has a really 
important role in protecting you from things you haven’t yet integrated on a body level. So if you have a 
gluten allergy or a peanut allergy, I’m not suggesting you eat those things anyway if in the moment you 
feel the urge to do so. At the beginning you may not even be sure what you want or how much you want. 
That means you have some learning to do, and the only way to learn is to experience and integrate. 
There is one way to avoid some of the more uncomfortable parts of that learning though. Before  you 
choose your food, especially if it is a problem food, you can kind of “experience it in advance” by 
recalling and reexperiencing in your body what it was like last time. Bring attention to that. But again, 
don’t do that as a way to threaten yourself against eating it. Go into the feeling of the experience, let go, 
and then choose freely.  
 
 
 

MEDITATION  
 
All right, for our meditation today we are going to practice, right now, the third mantra of food sanity. It 
doesn’t matter if you haven’t eaten recently. Whatever you have consumed today, or even yesterday, 
still echoes inside you. There are many influences on the way you are feeling right now, and most of 
them probably are something other than food. 
 
Close your eyes and lets scan the body. Tune in. Does your mouth feel dry or moist? Does your breath 
come with ease? What is the feeling in your abdomen? Your head? Behind your eyes?  
 
And now notice anything that you have taken in today that is present in you. Any food. Any 
conversation. A disturbing piece of news. A happy piece of news. An image. A physical activity. Go 
through your day scanning what you have added to your being today.  
 
And be present now to the totality of you.  
 
Is there something you did or said or ate or saw that made you feel bad? Give attention to that feeling, 
without deciding that you won’t do it again, just give it attention. 
 
Is there something you did or said or ate or saw today that made you feel good? Give attention to that 
feeling, without deciding that you will choose that thing again.  
 
Know that by giving attention to the results of what you have chosen, you are reprograming yourself 
with new information. Feel a moment of self-trust, knowing that information is now a part of you.  
 
Feel the trust and the serenity of this statement: 



“I do not know what I will do. But I will know what to do.”  
 
 

ASSIGNMENT 
 
The homework assignment for this session should come as no surprise: it is to practice the three mantras 
of food sanity. Choose the one that seems the most relevant to you to focus on.  
 
If you have a habit of overeating, I suggest using the first mantra, “I can eat as much as I want.” When 
you sit down to a meal, take a pause to short-circuit normal habits of struggle and restraint, and say, 
“This meal, I give myself full permission to eat however much I want.” You might pause a few times 
during the meal and ask, “Do I want more?” and let the honest answer a few seconds to come to you. 
That pause is important to preempt habitual eating patterns from taking over. But remember, this isn’t 
some trick to make you eat less.  
 
If you have a habit of eating foods that make you feel bad, then I suggest using the mantra, “I can eat 
whatever I want.” In the moment when you are choosing a food, perhaps when you are hungry for a 
snack, or looking at your meal options, take a pause beforehand and say to yourself, “For this snack, I 
give myself full permission to eat whatever I want.” Spend a few moments with each of the possibilities. 
Imagine how you will feel after eating them. This is not a device to bribe or threaten yourself with good 
or bad anticipated feelings in hopes of influencing your choice. This is an act of deep trust. You trust the 
choice that comes from the mantra and from imagining the experience beforehand.  
 
The third mantra is for everyone. “I allow myself to feel the full effects of everything I eat.” Of course, 
if you are overeating or making poor food choices, you can use it to feel and integrate the aftereffects. 
Also you can use it if you are navigating a dietary transition and want to access body authority. Are you 
considering eliminating gluten or dairy for example? Have you made positive changes and are having 
trouble remember to stick with them? In all these situations, this practice is going to be useful. Take a 
half a minute sometime soon after your meal or snack to tune in as we did in the meditation. Tune in 
again an hour later, and then maybe before you go to bed or when you wake up. Over time, you will 
develop acute intuitive awareness of what foods serve your body.  
 
All right, enjoy! Wait, before I sign off, let’s emphasize that word, enjoy. Because this is really about 
pleasure maximization. You get to eat whatever you want! As much as you want! And you get to enjoy 
the full experience of it. Ok, so enjoy, and share you experiences on the program forum. 


